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Abstract. The influence of nuclear reactions on the capture of a target electron by a light,

energetic panicle is described within a quantum mechanical model which combines the
impulse approximation for electron capture with a two-channel formalism for the nuclear
reaaion. Capture probabilities are calculated for (p, p'). (p, e), (d. p ) and (n, a) reactions
and compared with the results for elastic nuclear scattering. With the exception of the
(n,e ) reaction, large excursions of the capture probabilities are found when the collision
energy is varied across the nuclear resonance. In many cases, the excursions in the reaction
channel exceed those from the elastic channel.

1. Introduction

The phenomenon of nuclear interference effects on atomic transition probabilities has
attracted considerable interest (Heinz 1987). These interference effects are caused by
the transient formation of a compound nucleus during the collision, which leads to a
time delay between the electronic excitations on the ingoing and outgoing parts of the
collision. A necessary condition for the occurrence of structures in the transition
probability is the matching of the nuclear decay width with the energy transferred to
the active electron. The applicability of the interference phenomenon extends from
the measurement of nuclear lifetimes to an experimental test of atomic theories, as
concerns, e.g. half-trajectory transition amplitudes or phase differences.
The first theoretical approaches for evaluating the effect of resonances in the elastic
nuclear channel on the probability for target ionization date back to Blair and Anholt
(1982), Feagin and Kocbach (1981) and McVoy and Weidenmiiller (1982). Within the
first-order Born approximation for ionization, the theory has recently been refined by
Amundsen and Aashamar (1986). For electron capture, the influence of an elastic
resonance has been studied in the framework of the strong potential Born approximation (Amundsen and Jakubassa-Amundsen 1984a, Jakubassa-Amundsen and
Amundsen 1985). In all these approaches, the presence of a nuclear resonance manifests
itself basically in the appearance of the strongly energy-dependent nuclear scattering
amplitude in any first- or higher-order contribution to the atomic transition amplitude.
The factorization into the scattering amplitude and the electronic amplitude for ionization or capture is made possible by the different length scales of atomic and nuclear
processes, such that in the region where the atomic transitions predominantly occur,
the nuclear wavefunctions have acquired their asymptotic form.
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An extension of these processes to allow for nuclear reactions, such as excitation
of the target nucleus or nucleon transfer reactions, provides considerably more insight
into the collision phenomena. Due to the energy defect of the reaction, the collision
velocities in the incoming and outgoing parts of the collision will in most cases deviate
appreciably from each other, and an interpretation of the interference structures in
terms of a simple phase difference between the corresponding atomic amplitudes (Dost
et a1 1985) will no longer be possible. Moreover, when proton transfer is involved, the
perturbative atomic potentials before and after the nuclear reaction will be different,
and there arises the question whether one of the atomic amplitudes may be suppressed,
such that the resulting transition probability actually is a 'half-trajectory' transition
probability (Horsdal Pedersen 1987).
Theoretical attempts to generalize the ionization theory to include nuclear reactions
have been set forth by Tomoda (1984) for the special case of nuclear excitation and
by Anholt (1985) for arbitrary reactions. A more rigorous formulation for arbitrary
reactions has been introduced by Amundsen (1986), which is based on a two-channel
approach for the nuclear reaction (Amundsen and Jakubassa-Amundsen 1991).
This work provides a generalization of the charge transfer theory, making use of
the nuclear two-channel approach which has been adapted~toallow for higher-order
atomic theories. For the description of the atomic process, the impulse approximation
(IA; McDowell and Coleman 1970) is applied, which is the on-shell limit of the strong
potential Born (SPB) theory. Compared with the SPB, the I A is more readily accessible
to peaking approximations which are less restrictive than the one used in the onechannel SPB calculation (Jakubassa-Amundsen and Amundsen 1985), because of the
absence of additional strongly oscillating phase contributions. Moreover, based on a
semiclassical investigation at small scattering angles, it has been argued by Taulbjerg
et a1 (1990) that a correct incorporation of the channel distortion by the second collision
partner makes the SPB results agree rather closely with the corresponding ones in the
IA. On the other hand, an improvement in the peaking approximations is required in
order to obtain better agreement with the experimental (off-resonance) capture data
at large scattering angles (Scheurer et al 1985, Baker et a1 1988).
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the quantum mechanical formulation
of the SPB theory is briefly discussed, and in section 3, the nuclear two-channel model
is presented. In the following section, the two-channel impulse approximation is
derived. The evaluation of the capture probability is described in sections 5 and 6,
and the transverse peaking approximation is discussed in section 7. Numerical details
of the calculation are given in section 8. In section 9, the transverse peaked I A is
applied to electron capture in the reaction '9F(p, u)I6Owhere first measurements have
been made (Horsdal Pedersen 1987). Predictions for electron capture in the reactions
12
C(d, p)%, "S(p, p')I2S and "O(n, a)"C which have a different energy transfer to
width ratio and different charge and velocity ratios in the incoming and outgoing
channel, are also given. All calculations are restricted to capture from the K shell. The
conclusion is drawn in the last section. Atomic units ( h = m = e = 1) are used unless
otherwise indicated.

2. Transition amplitude in the strong potential Born approximation

Forthe sake of transparency, the collision is described in terms of athree-body problem,
consisting of the projectile nucleus, the target nucleus and the active target electron.
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The spectator electrons may readily be included through the use of screened electronic
potentials. The Hamiltonian of this system is given by
H = Hjn,+TN+V,+ T.+ V,+ V,.
(2.1)
Hin,describes the internal state of the projectile and target nucleus, while the internuclear motion is governed by the kinetic energy TN and the potential V,. T. is the
kinetic energy of the electron, V, or VT are the interactions between the electron and
t h p projscti!e or target n.c!p.s,
respe&re!y. For ng&gr re'Ea"geme"t GQ!!isionr, the
interactions in (2.1) are different in the initial channel, which will be denoted by an
index a, and in the final channel, denoted by b. The electronic potentials are only
uniquely defined outside the interaction region R , of the nuclei where nucleon transfer
has ceased to take place. Formally, one may write
VP =

x VPAk

V,=X V T A

(2.2)

where FAis the projection operator onto channel A, and A = a , b. If we take the initial
state-$? to describe an electron bound to the target, and a free internuclear motion,
i.e. 47 as eigenstate to H!::+ T',"'+ T.,+ VTa, the transition amplitude for electron
capture occurring during reactive nuclear scattering from channel a to channel b is
obtained from
w? =!wp'-'lvN+ VFj@)
(2.3)
where 'up'-' is the exact scattering state to H, evolving asymptotically into a state $7
where the electron has been transferred to the projectile. Correspondingly, $7 is
eigenstate to HI:!+ T(,b)+Teb+ Vpb.
For energetic collisions with an impact velocity exceeding the classical orbiting
velocity of the electron in the initial state, a perturbative approximation to W$ is
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is much smaller than the target nuclear charge Z,, an expansion of the exact
scattering state in terms of V, can be made. In the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for
€-'I:,'
the full propagator G ' - ' = ( E - H -i&)-' is expanded in terms of GL;=
[E -(H - V,)-~E]-'. hence all potentials in H except Vp are treated exactly. This
leads to the following approximation for Yp'-',
which is correct to first order in V,
i . q p ) = /J;-!sPe)+ G(N;).Y6G(N;!.Y;iJT(~!j+Oi.y,)2

~~~-:-'SP")=(l+G~~VT)J~~'-')

(2.4)

where the strong potential Born wavefunction I&'"~, which is the zeroth order
approximation to 'uF(-',has been introduced. The function $TI-' which develops
asymptotically into
describes an electron bound to the projectile, but with the
internuclear potential included, i.e. I@-' is eigenstate to H - V,.
When (2.4) is inserted into the transition amplitude, a two-potential-like formula
is obtained in first order in Vp
Wb" - W'O' + w'fi1' - W$"+0(Vp)2
PP
( J j p P ~ JvN '$?)
w~)=(~j-'SPEivpifi'+')
(2.5)
w$" =(+-~l-)lVpJfil+IThe zeroth-order term in V,, W$', is the recoil term where electron capture is mediated
by the internuclear potential V , . The first-order term W$' is the usual potential term
(Jakubassa-Amundsen and Amundsen 1985, hereafter referred to as JAA). Here @+',
eigenstate to H - V,, has been introduced. In contrast to direct (i.e. non-reamangement)
electronic processes, there is a n additional term present, the surface term W:", which

47,

q'=

43.
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is of first order in V,, but in contrast to Wp' or W$') of zeroth order in VT. It is
important to include the surface term in the transition amplitude (although it has no
correspondence in the semiclassical theory for large-angle electron capture as f o m u lated by Amundsen and Jakubassa-Amundsen (1984b)) in order to reproduce the
experimental dependence of the capture probability on the scattering angle in the
absence of a nuclear resonance (Jakubassa-Amundsen 1987).

3. Nuclear two-channel model
The two-channel model for nuclear reactions (Amundsen 1986) relies on the assumption
that only two channels are considered for the decay ofthe transiently formed compound
nucleus, the elastic channel a (i.e. the initial channel) and one inelastic channel b (the
iinai one when a reaction has taken piacej. if there are more open channeis avaiiabie,
this model is nevertheless applicable provided that couplings between these channels
after the nuclear reaction can be neglected; consideration of the corresponding partial
decay widths provides the correct weight factor for each channel.
where-R is the intemuclear
Let $K(R)be a nuclear eigenfunction to Hi.,+ TN+~VN
coordinate and K the asymptotic internuclear momentum. This function can be decomposed into two parts, the asymptotic function G ( R ) which describes +K(R) far outside
the nuclear interaction region, R >> R,, plus a remainder $&R) which basically
describes #K(R) inside the interaction region
9~(Rj=(L~~in(R)+$~m(R)
(3.1)
where the channel index A ( A = a, bf has been included. The inner wavefunction $2
will not he needed exp!icit!y i n the fo!!owing. The asymptotic functions are
$%)"(R)= (2?r)-312{[e'K.R.+~(+)
aa (Ka,
&.Ra) eiKoRo/R.I+.

+AkL'(K,, 6K,R,)(eiKbR'/Rb)'$b}
(3.2)
e-iK;Rb/Rblq5b
bXI
= ( Z ~ ) - ~ / ~ { [ e+
' ~AL;'(K
; ~ b 6,
f Abi'(Kb, Ox,,a.)(e-iK' R a / Rbf&}.
The function (&)"
describes an incoming wave in channel a, while &I$'
accounts
for an outgoing wave in channel b. The wavefunctions +a and $6 are channel eigenfunctions to HI", and denote the internal state of the two collision partners. In the
two-channel model, & and +b are assumed to form a complete set of mutually
orthogonal functions. The elastic scattering amplitude in channel A (including the
Coulomb scattering amplitude) is termed A,,, while Ab. and AOb are the reaction
amplitudes. if we restrict ourselves to isolated resonances which are of Breit-W-igner
type, and if nuclear background phases can be neglected, the reaction amplitude has
the form (Lane and Thomas 1958, Taylor 1972)

*'-" (R)

AEYK~.
x

1

(s'm:r'm,.lJM)(sm./olJ~)(S~m~~STm~lSm,j

m i M m,m:

Yrmi(n).
(3.3)
KAis the internuclear momentum and RAthe internuclear coordinate in channel A, E.
the centre-of-mass (CM) energy in channel a, and Cl the solid angle of Rb with respect
x (sbnl,s;m:,ls'm:)
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to K. as quantization axis. For unpolarized particles, only the dependence on the polar
angle
survives in the transition probability, while the dependence on the azimuthal
angle q drops out. Hence, a possible q-dependence of the reaction amplitude will in
the following be disregarded. In equation (3.3), it is assumed that the projectile and
target nuclei have intrinsic spins sp and s,, respectively (unprimed quantum numbers
refer to channel a, primed ones to channel b), which couple to the channel spin s. In
turn, s is coupled with the angular momentum 1 of the projectile to the total angular
momentum i of the resonant state in the compound nucleus. The symbois in brackets
are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, Y,.,,;is a spherical harmonic, and the sum runs over
the corresponding magnetic quantum numbers, with an explicit dependence of Ai:’
on m,,, m&, m, and m& left. Eg’ is the CM resonance energy, r the total CM width
and r, the partial CM width for channel A. The phase ~ ~ , , = a r g r ( I + l +with
i~~)
= ZprZTApn/
KAand f i A= MpAMTA/(
M,, + MTA)
the reduced mass in channel A ( MpA
and KTA
are the projeciiie and target masses, respectiveiy, in channei A j is the Couiomb
phase.
The following interrelations hold for the reaction amplitudes (Joachain 1983)

(3.4)

where Q denotes the energy gain (or Q-value) of the reaction, i.e. the difference of
the intrinsic nuclear energies in channel a and b, Q = E:,,- E:,,, and 2 is the direction
of K.
Strictly speaking, equation (3.2) for the asymptotic nuclear functions hold only for
short-range internuclear potentials, whereas for Coulombic potentials, additional
logarithmic phases appear (Lane and Thomas 1958). For fast collisions where the
semiclassical straight-line approximation is valid, inclusion of these phases gives only
insignificant modifications of the transition probability (Amundsen and Aashamar
1986). In the present case of charge transfer during nuclear reactions test calculations
gave modifications of about one per cent. The reason for this small effect is that only
phase differences in the same channel enter into the transition amplitude, which are
of the order of the electronic energy transfer with respect to the collision energy.
4. The impulse approximation in the two-channel model

As the next step, the wavefunctions entering into the transition amplitude (2. 5) have
to be specified. $7‘”. which is eigenstate to Hint+TN+ V N + T.+ V, can approximately
be represented as a product of a nuclear function t,bAK, the bound electronic target
state rp?, and a translational factor relating to the reference frame where ‘pi is defined
(the target frame; Vkgh 1983). A similar representation holds for @;‘-I,
with the
translational factor relating to the projectile frame. For the initial state
tne nuciear iunction is repiaced by a piane wave. Expiicitiy,
167)= ( 2 T ) - 3 / * l
e-~&Yd~qj(r,))

67,

+

I@(+))=(1 G(N:!v~)I$T)=
e ( - ) - (-1 i m K I

16,

)-l$bK,e

”“?f(rP))

e-”JJTqPi(rT))

(4.1)
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where ai = m / ( m + M,,), PA= m / ( m + MTA),m the electron mass and q, the bound
electronic projectile state. In using the notation rT and rr for the electronic coordinate
with respect t o the target and projectile, respectively, the assumption r = r. = rb has
been made, i.e. channel-specific differences in- the electronic coordinate are neglected.
In order to write the SPB wavefunction
from (2.4) in a more convenient
way, use is made of the fact that the operator (1+G&4VT) acting on an eigenstate to
Hj.,+
TN+VN+ T, leads to an electronic off-shell wavefunction
(JAA). Inserting
a complete set of such eigenstates into the expression for $$-'"'" and making use 07
the completeness of the two-channel functions, one obtains
=

l$>-JSPB)

j

d K dq{/$b+K)e-iP"'T$,,,(*T))($.K

+I,&] e - w y ,

P,Y

(+J

e

(,. T ))($I-)bK e

-ipKrT

n(rT)I

q(rT)l}l$?'-?

(4.2)

with w = E - E3.,- K 2 / 2 w where E is the total energy, and q(rT) denotes an electronic
plane wave of momentum q in the target reference frame. In the following, the on-shell
approximation is made, i.e. the electronic function $.+* is replaced by a target continuum
eigenstate with momentum q, .pp,(rT).In this :impulse'-approximation, the transition
amplitude (2.5) reduces to

W p=

W(R)1$:"K'){($',",'lM'oJ(R)1(27)-3/2
e'".*'*+,)

d K dq
A=o,b
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(4.3)
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continuum state are denoted by M'"(R) and M"'(R), respectively. The subsequent
capture to a projectile state is mediated by the overlap W ( R ) .S"'(R) is the first-order
transfer matrix element from the surface term.

5. Separation of atomic and nuclear transitions
The evaluation of the nuclear matrix elements in (4.3) is facilitated by the large
difference in the length scales of the nuclear and the atomic wavefunctions. Typical
electronic dimensions are the shell radius or the inverse minimum momentum transfer,
while the nuclear dimension is given by the radius R N of the nucleus which is several
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M(IJ(R),W ( R )and S'"(R) can be replaced by their values at R = 0, while for R > R N ,
the nuclear wavefunctions can be approximated by their asymptotic values (3.2). When
the decomposition (3.1) for the nuclear functions is used, the nuclear matrix elements
are thus approximated in the following way

($~lM"l(R)l$~~)~($~~mlM
-M
" ' (IJ
( R(o)l$l+l) .,K, )+($L:",'IM"'(O)IlL%,)

(5.1)
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with a similar expression for the matrix element involving W ( R ) and S"'(R). The
contributions to W p which are proportional to Mi')(0), S'"(0) or W(0) are called
sticking terms, since they describe electron transfer during nuclear contact.
The sticking contributions where the nuclear matrix elements are formed with the
exact nuclear functions (like in the last term of (5.1)) deserve special consideration.
We make the assumption that the electronic matrix elements (Mi')(0), W(O), S("(0))
are independent of the nuclear functions such that the nuclear matrix elements become
proportional to the overlap of the nuclear functions. If these functions pertain to the
same channel, or if proton transfer is excluded, this approximation is exact. For the
general case of an R b or b+ a nuclear transition the influence of the electronic
matrix elements on the nuclear functions during nuclear contact is expected to be
small compared with the effect of the electronic energy transfer on the reaction
amplitudes. With this approximation, we have the following relations
f

M a ( 0 ) = ($L21M(1)(o)l$2)
= -Z,,M2.(d($b','l$b)
Mb(O)l($,b~IM"'(O)l$b+Ki)=
-ZPbM2b(q)($bKi$uK,)
i-I
it)

M,,(q) = (e-'P*K*'rpy'(rT)I1/ rT/e-'PJ-'rpj(rT))
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matrix elements of W(0) and S("(O),the reduced final momentum k, = K,( 1 - a b ) has
to be used instead of K,, because the translational factor e x p ( i a & R b ) is dropped at
zero internuclear distance and hence the energy of the internuclear motion must not
contain the translational energy ut12 of the electron, where v is the collision velocity
(JAA). The overlap of the nuclear functions is calculated with the help of the relations
(!onch2in !98?)

C$.'mkl$Z,)=
6(KA -m
it)

(@bKI$aK')= - h i
(e)

-EK;-

O)($b>'l

VN1'$0(2m)-

312

e

iK;Ro

)

(5.3)

where the definitions of the energies are given in (3.4).

6. Evaluation of the transition amplitude

The evaluation of the transition amplitude proceeds in a similar way as in the onechannel case (JAA). Only those terms which are h e a r in the reaction amplitude A,
will he retained: Since the channels a and b are different, the zeroth-order terms in
Abmvanish, while the second- and higher-order terms describe multiple nuclear scattering and hence are much smaller than those relating to a single scattering.
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Both channels ( A = a, b) contribute. The basic ingredients for the evaluation of these
and the remaining tenns of W$ will be demonstrated for the matrix element of M"'(R).
First, the Fourier representation of the Coulomb potential entering into M"'(R) iS
introduced, such that

i-w IMcl)(R)l$i+)m
M?=(@bK
clK, )

M,(q, s) =(e-ip K Tqq(rT)l e"'Tl e-"aK*a'Tpj(rT)).
I

A

A

Making use of the fact that ( + o ( 4 b ) = 0and retaining only the linear terms in the
reaction amplitude, one obtains

where M,,(q, s), A = a, b, is obtained from (6.6) by means of replacing pgby 9
:
' which
denotes a target eigenstate to the charge ZTA.
The integration over the internuclear
coordinate in (6.7) is easily performed with the help of the relations, the first of which
being valid for R + m,

lom

(6.8)

+

dR eikR= d(k) P

k

where P denotes the principal value. Disregarding the terms with strongly oscillating
phase factors, i.e. keeping only these terms which contain differences of internuclear
momenta, M? finally reduces to

(6.9)
Proceeding in a similar way with the other matrix elements occurring in (6.5), the
momentum integrals are easily carried out. Let us denote by W y ' that part of (6.5)
which describes electron transfer before the nuclear reaction (a term proportional to
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Ab+b)(Kfi,e)) and electron transfer after the nuclear reaction (a term proportional
to A:Z)(Ki,,, 0)). Then we obtain

AKi = Kjo -]Km
- s + qI

AK: = Kjb- IKfi - 4

+SI.

Wg' collects the contributions which arise from ionization in channel ai but c a p t ~ r ~
after the reaction in channel b

AKz= K . -IK,

-SI

AK;= /Kfb- 9 I - K ;

where K , is defined below (6.4) and Kb is the channel-b momentum related to the
channel-a momentum Kb = K,. - s according to (3.4).
The next two contributions to W p originate from electron transfer while the two
nuclei stick together. W S )in equation (6.1) results from ionization in channel a, but
capture during nuclear contact. With W.(O) from (5.2) one has

where M,,(q, s) is defined below (6.7). The corresponding channel-b contribution to
W g ) is absent because it is of third order in the reaction amplitude.
The other sticking term, WL')in (6.l), results from ionization during nuclear contact,
and capture in channel b. Only the contribution from channel b has to be considered,
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and with Mb(0)from (5.2) one finds

Wgl=

I

d K dq($kiiml W ( R ) I $ b ~ m ) [ - ( * b ~ m ( M " ) ( 0 ) I $ ~ m
Mb
) +( 0 ) l

&K4= K.

A K & =K i b -I&

- Kj.

-41

with M 2 , ( q ) from (5.2) and K. defined below equation ( 6 . 4 ) . Both sticking contributions, W $ ) and W t ) , are basically proportional to the difference of the reaction
amplitudes. For elastic scattering, i.e. when channel b is formally set equal to channel
tn-=
y, +hac.
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The last contribution to W p is the surface term which is composed of three parts
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the nuclearwavefunction with a plane wave within the nuclear radius has been neglected
as previously (Jakubassa-Amundsen 1987t). The last term, W'O1'(0), vanishes because
the nuclear functions are off the energy shell (cf (5.2) and (5.3)). Evaluating the other
terms, one obtains

(6.15)

M 4 ( q )= (p,(rp) e

ioY
b

A K ; = Kjb-in

r

n pll/rpl eiq'~(27"-''')

A K , = &a-K(a

where &a is the channel-a momentum related to kn via ( 3 . 4 ) , i.e. &a = K.(q = a+&).
The matrix element Ms is defined in ( 5 . 2 ) with p. set equal to zero. The recoil surface
term descrihes electron transfer in channel b: proceeding in a single step, while the
sticking contribution describes electron transfer during nuclear contact and also
vanishes in the absence of a nuclear resonance.
t l n equation (11) of that paper, AE-vi12+qvl should read A E + v ' / 2 in WF', and in equation (9).
W r ' should appear with a minus sign in W y .
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In the following, the nuclear momenta are expressed in terms of the collision
velocity U, and differences of nuclear momenta are represented by the momentum
transferred to the electron. To this aim, we make use of the fact that m / M , , m / M ,
and A K I K are small quantities, such that in the momentum terms PK,,, AK;, n = 1-5
of equations (6.10)-(6.15) a linear expansion in the electronic momenta is sufficient.
If no momentum differences are involved, the electronic momenta can be dropped
whenever they are added to nuclear momenta. For the asymmetric collision systems
considered here (Mp/MT<cI ) , a = m / M , has to be retained, although i3 = m / M , can
be neglected (except in the recoil term). With the definitions KjA= puvjAand KI* = CC,,U,~,
the following approximate relations hold

K f A- K,, = - A E / v , + v J 2
K O K,. - A E / .U

+ v ; / ~ v -. qVfb/ V.

Kb = K,b - U,$/%

(6.16)

& , h - q l - E ~ , h = [ ( K n-4)*-K:b1/(2~,b)=-AE+V2b/2--41)lb
E~,~-E~~,.-,I-Q=-AE-v~,/~+sV~.
where P E = E~ - E , ~ denotes the difference between the energies of the bound electrons
in the final and the initial state. The approximation U,, = U,* =,U is used for the collision
velocity in channel A, after the momentum differences have been carried out.
Collecting the above results, the transition amplitude for electron capture during
reactive nuclear scattering can be written in the following form

Eta = K ? a / 2 ~ i o

E,.= K ; b / 2 p , b - ~ 2 , / 2 - Q = E,. - ( A E + V ~ / ~ )

(6.17)

E.,.= K2./2pL,=E ~ , - A E + v ; / ~ - ~ v ~ ~ .
Each term of W p factorizes into the electronic transition amplitudes a(*’ and the
nuclear reaction amplitudes Ab:’. The first term of W p describes electron transfer
before the nuclear reaction, which takes place at an intemuclear energy reduced by
the energy transferred to the electron, the second term describes ionization in channel
a, and the subsequent capture in channel b, integrated over the intermediate electronic
states, while the third term describes electron transfer after the nuclear reaction.
Correspondingly, a f ’ , a$t’a$i a n d a$’ denote the electronic amplitudes for electron
transfer in channel a, ionization in channel a and capture in channel b, and electron
transfer in channel b, respectively. The last term in (6.17), W s , comprises the sticking
contributions resulting from either ionization ( W g ’ ) or capture ( W g ’ ) or transfer
(W?””) during nuclear contact.

7. The transverse peaking approximation
In order to evaluate the six-dimensional integrals W:’, Wg’ and W:’, a peaking
approximation has to be introduced. This peaking approximation relies on the fact
that for light projectiles, the momentum-space wavefunction rpj(q - at&,) is strongly
peaked for q =
while the remaining integrand varies slowly with q in this region.
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Whereas in JAA the so-called full peaking approximation has been applied, where the
momentum q is replaced by a&
throughout in all matrix elements, we now use the
less restrictive transverse peaking approximation. This approximation allows for a
residual variation of q along the direction of Kn, while the transverse components qr
(perpendicular to K n ) are set equal to zero in the matrix elements.
For the evaluation of W:’, the variable q is substituted by qo= q - s in order to
simplify the arguments of the &functions. Within the peaking approximation, we have
qL = 0 which corresponds to the approximation sl = -qoi which is made in the s
integrand, except for the Coulomb potential l / s 2 . Introducing spherical coordinates
qo= ( q o , x = COS a,, 9,) and choosing the z-axis parallel to KO, W!i)reduces with
the help of (6.16) and the formula
jO2-dp[ n 8 ( C - B cos p ) *
with

E = +0,

1

C - E cos 9

I=

27r
( E z - C 2 T i e sign C ) ’ l 2

to the following expression (for s states)

(7.2)

E,=q,o,sinO~
MlA(qO,
s,, x) =(&~z+,2~e2(rT)l

:U

CA=AE--+q,xv0cos
2

0

ei[-%L+sp-2)*TId+)).

In the reaction amplitudes, the influence of the electronic momenta on the scattering
angle 0 has been neglected, such that 0 equals the angle between K,. and Kn, 8K,0,K,b.
For the evaluation of Wg’, a variable shift is not required. We introduce spherical
coordinates s = (s, x = cos a>,p$),make the peaking approximation ql = 0, and in
addition eliminate the dependence of the reaction amplitude on s with the help of
AK: = 0 which is required by the 8-function. This substitution should also be reasonable
for the coorresponding principal value term which is peaked at AK;= 0. With the help
of (6.16) and (7.1). W:’ turns into
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The matrix element M l a ( q Z e zs), is defined below (6.7) with P set equal to zero, and
K O =K J b - q r u b / V ~ + ~ 2 b / 2 ~ , - ~ . / 2 .
The sticking contribution W g ) is evaluated in the same way as Wg’. The resulting
expression is

+-0.
Bc= B,

-2

1

0: ( @ - C c + i E

sign c C ) ’ I 2

+

(7.4)

wC-icci))

U:

C~=AE+U~/~-SO.XC~~B.

Note that without the last term which is proportional to the Heaviside step function
O ( y ) , W!!’would just compensate W g ’ in the full peaking approximation with q. = U,.
We turn now to the remaining terms W?’, W p )and W F Jof t6e capture amplitude.
They contain three-dimensional integrals which are readily evaluated without a peaking
approximation. With the help of (6.16), the sticking term Wg’ reduces for spherical
electronic states to

X

1

AE - V ’ , / Z

M2Aq) = {cpb*’(rT)\l/

+ qUn

J

rTlpj(4T)).

As concerns the recoil term we have found that in contrast to W g ’ ,the dominant
contribution to the integral arises from a very narrow region around q. = U,, like in
the case of W g , Wg’ and W g ) ,typically (for 1s states) 0.2 U, s 4.” 2ub. Larger values
of q. are not only suppressed by the occurrence of qpf(q- uD), but also by M3,(q) =
M3,(q)q/(Z$.+q2)’ (again for a 1s state) which is likewise peaked at ql=O. Hence
we have used the transverse peaking approximation for the recoil term, but retained
both 97 and (Z+o q2)-’ in the ql integral. Then, W?’ reduces to

+

X [ f i 3 d q Z ) & ’ ( K , . , 6’)

-fiJm(%)
COS O&’(K.,

e)].

(7.6)

The surface term WFlJis again evaluated without approximations. With A K ; =
-AK6u.,/ub = ( A E u ‘ , / 2 ) / v b z 0, the 6 function in the sticking contribution vanishes

+
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and one is left with

With the explicit formulae for the various contributions to the transition amplitude
W F , equations (6.1) or (6.17), the capture probability at a given scattering angle 0 is

readily calculated from
4

2 vb

pby,(e)= ( 2 5 7 ) Pb - No
0.

X

Xm,pmsTL;pm;T
I W${Ab:’(m,,, m,, mip, m&;E.,
xm,p,Txm;pm;7

(+)

e)}/’

IAbo (map,msT,mip, mh; E,, 0)12

(7.8)

where it is summed over the polarization directions of the two nuclei, and the dependence of the reaction amplitude (3.3) on the corresponding magnetic quantum numbers
is explicitly indicated. No is the number of electrons in the initial target state, and
W $ { . . .} denotes the right-hand side of (6.17). The denominator in (7.8) is the nuclear
reaction cross section (multiplied by (2++ 1)(2s,+ 1)). Hence, fia( 0) is the probability
for detecting ejectiles with a captured electron relative to the number of bare ejectiles
produced in the reaction. Alternatively, one may define a capture probability, say
P(b(l(O),where the denominator in (7.8) is replaced by the nuclear elastic scattering
cross section, defined by squaring the scattering amplitude Az)(Ejo,0 ) instead of
A::’(&, e). With this definition, PE’ is the probability for finding one-electron ejectiles
relative to the number of elastically scattered projectiles, and hence includes the
probability that the nuclear reaction takes place.
So far, the formalism has been developed for nuclear reactions. The results are,
however, easily modified to include also the case of elastic scattering. The capture
probability in the elastic channel a is given by

where A:’(€., 0) is obtained from (3.3) with sp=sb, sT=s;, / = I ‘ and the formal
replacement of indices b by a, upon adding the contribution from the Coulomb
scattering amplitude,fc,,,(K., 0)Sm.pm;FSm,7.m;T (Lane and Thomas 1958). The channela capture amplitude W y is found from (6.1) or (6.17) by replacing everywhere the
index b by a and setting the Q-value equal to zero. With this procedure, the one-channel
formulae of JAA are recovered to a large extent. There are basically four differences
between the previous and the present formulation of the theory. (i) Instead of SPB, the
impulse approximation is used; this should, however, be of minor importance at the
higher collision energies (Jakubassa-Amundsen 1984, Taulbjerg et a! 1990). (ii) Instead
of outgoing intermediate nuclear waves, incoming waves I)% are used in channel a
(see equation (4.2)). This avoids the occurrence of spurious complex conjugate scattering amplitudes, but introduces an additional S-matrix contribution to the sticking term
W;’ (the term W.(O) in (6.12)). (iii) In JAA, the surface term-which tends to cancel
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WJO) to some extent-has been omitted. (iv) Instead of the full peaking, the transverse
peaking approximation has been applied. This should be responsible for the main part
of the deviations between the two theories.
In order to test the formalism and the peaking approximation we have reinvestigated
the capture probability for protons colliding elastically with carbon and have compared
with previous calculations and with the experimental data from Scheurer el a/ (1985)
and Horsdal Pedersen (1987). Figure 1 displays the angular dependence of the capture
probability at collision energies of 0.5 MeV and 1 MeV. Shown are previous results in
the fully peaked SPB theory without the surface term, and with the surface term included.
Both these theories are seriously at variance with the data, especially at backward
angles. Our present results give a considerable improvement, although at the lower
energy the data are still overestimated. It should be noted in this context that the
peaking approximation gets more accurate, the higher the collision energy.

'

M LO 60 80 730 120 1LO

9

Figure 1. Capture probability for "C K-shell electrons by 0.5 MeV and I MeV protons as
a function of scattering angle. Full curves denote the transverse-peaked IA rcsuIts, the
chain curve is the fully peaked SPB result from J A A and the broken curve is the SPB result
with the surface term included (Trom Jakubassa-Amundsen 1987), both for E,= 1 MeV.
T h e experimental data are from Scheurer el a1 (1985) and from Meyerhof (private communication) (0.€,=0.49MeV. 0. E,=O.51 Mew 0 , €,,= I MeV) as well as from Horsdal
Pedenen (1987), . ( €,=0.5 MeV; e, € , = I MeV).

In figure 2 the energy dependence of the capture probability is shown, including
~
(ER.lsh
=0.462 MeV, rlah=
35 keV). Although the
the very broad isolated s , , resonance
data are again overestimated by the transverse peaked IA, especially at the lower
energies, the slope of the data is better reproduced than with the previous fully peaked
calculations.
In order to estimate the accuracy of the transverse peaking approximation for
nuclear reactions, we have made test calculations for the recoil term WF'in the full
and the transverse peaking approximation and have found deviations of about 30%.
It also turned out that the sum
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Figure 2. Capture probability for "C K-shell electrons by protons as a function of proton
energy at the scattering angles R =60" and 150". Full curves denote transverse-peaked IA
results, and the chain curves are the fully peaked SPB calculations from JAA. The experimental data are from Horsdal Pedersen (1987; 0 )at 9 = 60" and from Scheurer el 01 (1985,
*) at R = 150'. For E p > 0.5 MeV, the abscissa is contracted by a factor of 2.

which vanishes with full peaking, reduces to about 30% of the individual values in
case of transverse peaking. From this we conjecture the accuracy of the transverse
peaked IA with respect to the exact IA to be about 10% for each individual contribution
to the transition amplitude (6.1). However, taking into consideration that these contributions add u p with different phases, the net accuracy of the transition probability will
be worse, maybe even approaching a factor of 2.

8. Numerical details of the calculations

When the spectator electrons of the target are accounted for by means of Slater-screened
hydrogenic wavefunctions and experimental binding energies, all matrix elements M,,,
A&,,, M,,,M4 and M scan be evaluated analytically and reduce to simple expressions
for the case of K-K capture (JAA, Amundsen and Jakubassa-Amundsen 1984b). Also
the integrals over the transverse momenta sI and qL in equations (7.2), (7.3), (7.9,
(7.6) and (7.7) reduce to analytical expressions. Hence, the contributions Wg', LVl;
and Wgl involve three-dimensional integrals, while W&" and W p , W?" contain a
two- and one-dimensional integral, respectively, which all have to be evaluated numerically.
The techniques for calculating the various momentum integrals are basically the
same. Where principal value terms are involved, an analytical treatment of the pole is
required
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where F(q, x) denotes the slowly varying part of the integrand near the pole at x = - p / q ,
and 6 is a small positive quantity.
If the integrand contains a square root instead of the principal value term, as e.g.
in the second contribution to Wg’, an analytical treatment of the singularities is also
required. In the case of W g ) , the two square-root singularities are located at x =
- p cos B/q,Fsin B [ 1 - ( p / q , ) 2 l ” 2 w i t h p = ( A E - v ~ / 2 ) / u . . O n l y f o r q o ~ ~ p ~ , t h e p o l e s
lie outside the integration region, while for qo> lpI, the x integral has to be divided
into two parts, each of them containing one pole, and the poles have to he treated in
a similar way as indicated by (8.1). The analytical contribution from the poles involves
the following integral

1
1
-- In[-2ifi ( -ax2+ bx+ c ) ” ~-2ax+ b ]
(8.2)
( -ax2+ bx+ c ) ” 2 - &
with a > 0 and c a complex number. With this treatment, the pathological case when
the two poles coincide is unproblematic. In the innermost region o f the momentum
integral ( q < Ipl in the notation of equation (8.1)), a logarithmic variable substitution,
y = In((p1- q ) should be made. The numerical accuracy of the calculations is estimated
to be about 5%.
9. Results

We have evaluated the transition probabilities for electron capture during the nuclear
reactions I9F(p, a)I60,32S(p,P’),~S,”C(d, p)”C and I60(n, n)”C, restricting ourselves
to 1 s - t 1s electronic transitions. With the choice o f the above collision systems, we
have selected the simplest case of isolated nuclear resonances.
As the first example, we have investigated the nucleon transfer reaction 19F(p, a,)I60
with i = 2-4 which is the only case where electron capture data are available (Horsdal
Pedersen 1987). The proton energy required to populate the J = 2 state of the compound
nucleus is E, = 0.873 MeV. This state can decay into a series of three a particles with
Q-values of Q2= 1.9836 MeV, Q, = 1.194 MeV and Q4 = 0.994 MeV and partial laboratory widths rb2=2.2keV, Tb,=0.62 keV and rb4=0.18keV. The total decay width is
rlmb
= 4.53 keV (Ajzenberg-Selove 1987, p 163). When correlations between the three
different emitted U particles are neglected, the formalism developed above can be
applied to each ct, separately. We shall restrict ourselves to the calculation of the
capture probability in the inelastic channel, equation (7.8). As both numerator and
denominator of (7.8) are proportional to the reaction amplitude, the angular momentum
dependence of Ag’ drops out because the electronic transition amplitudes are independent of the angular momentum variables. This means that AE’ in (7.8) can formally
be replaced by the simple Breit-Wigner term

and the sums over the magnetic quantum numbers in (7.8) can he disregarded. For
the I9F(p, ctz) reaction, the electronic energy transfer of 1.1 keV is considerably smaller
than the total decay width, r = 4.3 keV, of the resonance. Nevertheless, the interference
effects manifest themselves in a peak in the impact energy dependence of P ( 0 ) near
the resonance energy, which rises about a factor of 2 above the background for forward
scattering angles ( 0 < 60’) and less for larger angles. The peak shape depends only
weakly on 0 or on the Q-value and is similar as for the reaction in the neighbouring

j
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system, IsO(p, a)”N which was studied in a first investigation (Jakubassa-Amundsen
1990).
Figure 3 shows the capture probability in the I9F(p,a>)reaction at the resonance
energy €,=0.873 MeV as a function of the scattering angle. P ( 0 ) drops smoothly by
a factor of 3 when 8 is increased from 10” to 90°, and flattens out for larger angles.
Horsdal Pedersen (1987) has suggested that such an angular variation of the capture
probability is caused by the interference of the atomic transition amplitudes from the
incoming and outgoing part of the collision. In fact, these amplitudes are of comparable
magnitude for the 19F(p, a) reaction: Although the perturbation V, is much weaker
for the proton channel than for the a channel, this is compensated by the subsequent
overlap with the He+ final state. In order to compare with ‘full-trajectory’ transition
probabilities, the capture probability for the elastic I60(a,a) collision (without consi&ra!iQn of rpsQgancP) is *!so shown. W. have chnsen a projp&p PnPrD” -E~
v =
3.5 MeV, which is equal to the impact energy of the inverse reaction at the resonance
position, “O(a,p)I9F, with the I6O nucleus at rest. This energy is calculated from the
formula (Baldin et nl 1963)

*

0 , 1

The capture probabilities for I6O(a, a )and 19F(p, a*)are of similar magnitude because
vb and hence the impact velocity for a + I6O is very close to v.. However, the constructive
interference of the atomic amplitudes in the non-resonant (a,a) collision leads to a
stronger angular variation of P(8)than for the (p, a,) reaction.
While theory overestimates experiment in case of the elastic I60(a,a ) collision
(like for the p + C system, figure 2), it falls considerably below the data for the nuclear
reaction. Following the suggestion of Horsdal Pedersen (1987) we have tentatively
assumed that after the reaction, the electron cloud sticks to the centre-of-mass rather
than to the recoiling l60nucleus. This would imply a reduction of ub from 5.9 au to
4.8 au, with a corresponding increase of the capture probability of about 50%. This is,
however, still too small to account fully for the deviations from experiment.
The dependence of P ( 8) on the Q-value, i.e. on the energy of the emitted a particle,
is depicted in figure 4 and compared with the energy dependence of the non-resonant

Figure 3. Elenran capture probability during the reaction “F(p, u , ) ’ ~ Oat the resonance
energy E , = 0.873 MeV as a function of scattering angle. The full CUNe is an I A Calculation

(e)

are from Horsdal Pedenen
for capture from the ‘‘F K shell, and the experimental data
(1987). The chain C U N ~denotes IA re~ultsfor K-shell capture from I6O by CL impact at
E, =3.5 MeV. The data point for this system ( 0 )is from Hondal Pedersen (1987).
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Figure 4. Capture probability during the reaction ''F(p, ai)160for 0 = 60"at the resonance
energy E,=O.873 MeV as a function of the Q-value (upper scale).Theoretical K-shell L A
results are denoted by an asterisk (*), and the experimental data (*) are from Handal
Pedenen (1987). Also shown are the theoretical results for n impaa on the residual nucleus
'
'
0 (chain curve) and on the target F'' (broken curve) as a function of a-energy (lower
scale).
16

O(a,a)and I9F(a, a)collisions. The capture probability forthe reaction lies 50-100%
below the results for the elastic collisions and has a similar Q-value dependence as
the experimental data. The decrease of P ( 0) with increasing E, is related to the growing
___~
energy transfer to the electron.
The reaction '*C(d, po)l3C at the resonance energy E d = 1.4495 MeV differs from
the previous reaction in two points: The perturbation V, is the same in both channels,
but the collision velocities are considerably different, ub = 2.4 U,. The decay width of
the J = 2 compound nuclear state is r = 7 keV (Tryti et al 1973). The partial decay
widths for the inelastic (d, po) channel (rb=2.1 keV) and for the elastic (d, d) channel
(r. = 3.8 keV) are derived from the corresponding excitation functions (Jeronymo et
a1 1963). The @value of the reaction is 2.7218MeV. For this system, the three
probabilities P..(O), equation (7.9), Pbo(0), equation (7.8) as well as the reaction
probability P g ) ( O ) ,which is normalized to the elastic scattering cross section, are
investigated. Correspondingly, the reaction amplitude has to be calculated from (3.3).
For channel a, the angular momentum variables are sp= 1, sT= 0, s = 1 and I = 2, while
for channel b, sL=f, & = f , s ' = l and / ' = I . In the expression for Pa0(O), six terms
contribute to the sums in (7.9), which can, however, be combined to three terms, one,
where Ab+.' contains only the Breit-Wigner term, the second, where Ab:' contains only
the Coulomb scattering amplitude, and the third, where Ab:' contains both. Consequently, W y has to be calculated separately for these three cases. On the other
hand, the four terms which contribute to the numerator of Pb.(0) in (7.8) can be
combined to a single term because in A e ) ,the Coulomb scattering amplitude is always
absent.
Figure 5 shows the energy dependence of the capture probabilities at a scattering
angle of 60". For the elastic channel, the energy transfer P E + u2/2 = 0.665 keV is only
one tenth of I' and hence, no resonance structure is observable. For the neutron transfer
reaction, the corresponding energy transfer is 2.6 keV and the excursion of Pb,across
the resonance is a factor of 4. However, due to the large energy transfer in the inelastic
channel because of the large value of ub, Pba(0)is more than one order of magnitude
below P o a ( 0 ) .The reaction probability PE.'(@)is peaked near the resonance energy
with a steep fall-off at the wings, and displays basically the Breit-Wigner-shaped
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Figure 5. Capture probability (left-hand scale) for carbon K-shell electron^ 8s a function
of deuteron energy in the reaction "C(d, p)"C when normalized to the nuclear reaction
cross section (-1
and when normalized to the elastic scattering cross section (--.--.--;
multiplied by IO'). Also shown is the capture probability far the elastic channel "C(d, d)
(- - -). The right-hand scale is for the reaction cross section (dotted cuwe R). The
scattering angle is 60".

-

probability for the (d, Po) reaction to occur. For comparison, the nuclear reaction cross
section is also shown in figure 5 . As concerns the angular dependence of &)(e), the
peak ixpxsity&qs
st:axg!y fcr < 60" and ixc:ea3es
.A,eak>,, fcr e > OO", accor&ng
to the behaviour of the Coulomb scattering amplitude contained in Ab+.'.Consequently,
the absolute intensity of ejectiles with a captured electron decreases strongly for
scattering angles below 60" and for impact energies E, with IE. - Ek.'l> r.
As example of an inelastic scattering without nucleon transfer we have studied the
collision system "S(p, p') in the vicinity of the resonance at E,=3.716 MeV. The J = t
cL"ound S?I?P derzys with 2 width of riab
= 1.5 k.V Inta the .!.stir rha.n..n.e!
iab =
0.84 keV) and one inelastic channel (I'b,,ab
= 0.66 keV) where an excited state of the 32S
nucleus is populated. Consequently, the Q-value is negative, Q = -2.237 MeV (Endt
and van der Lenn 1973, p 310). The channel-a angular momentum variables are + = f ,
sT= 0, s = f and 1= 3, whereas for channel b, s; = i, s; = 2, I' = 1 and hence there are
two allowed channel spins, SI=:
and 2. "be experimentally determined occupation
probability for s ' = t is 0.9: and 0.1 for s'= $ (Olness et a1 1958): and the corresponding
capture probabilities must be multiplied by these weight factors before being added.
For capture in the elastic channel, the terms contributing to the sums in (7.9) can
effectively be combined to two terms, one where Ab:' contains only the Breit-Wigner
part (the spin-flip term), and the other where the Coulomb amplitude is additionally
present in AZ' (the 'non-flip' term).
In contrast to the reactions studied previously, the energy transfer in the elastic
channel (4.48 keV) and the inelastic channel (3.23 keV) exceeds the width r considerably. This leads to strong variations of the reaction amplitude as a function of E. in
the vicinity of Ek', which are much more prominent than in the elastic scattering
amplitude where they are damped by the slowly varying Coulomb contribution. In
fact, as depicted in figure 6, &.(e) changes by nearly two orders of magnitude when

(r.
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Figure 6. Capture probability (left-hand scale) for "S K-shell electrons by protons as a
function of proton energy at the scattering angles 8 = 60" and 120". Shown are results for
the elastic channel [- - - -1, as well as for the inelastic channel normalized to the reaction
cross section (-1
and to the elastic scattering cross section (--.--.--;
multiplied by
10'). respectively. Also shown is the reaction cross Section (dotted curve R, right-hand scale).

E, is varied across the resonance, both for forward and backward scattering angles.
The excursion of P..(B) is much weaker, at most a factor of 3. However, there is a
'doubling' of the structure which arises primarily from the interference between the
Coulomb part and the Breit-Wigner part in the 'non-flip' term of A:'. The energy
position of this interference structure is different for the partial transition amplitude
where electron transfer has taken place before nuclear scattering (i.e. where the impact
energy is reduced by the electronic energy transfer) and where the scattering occurs
first. Consequently, the separation of the two peaks in P, or Pk' is given by the
energy transfer. As the width of the peaks is determined by r, a necessary condition
for the visibility of the structure doubling is P E + ui/2 x r. This is similar to the case
of the historical molecular resonance in 'Be (Benn et al 1968, Heinz 1987). In contrast
to P g ) , the nuclear reaction cross section (also shown in figure 6) has only a single
maximum.
The dependence of Pb.(B) on the scattering angle is again monotonic (figure 7).
In the elastic channel, the presence of the Coulomb amplitude causes strong angular
variations of Poa(0),
and the two-dip structure reflects the corresponding structure in
the energy dependence. The reaction probability
shows the increase with B (for
0 <: 120") which is related to the angular variation of the Coulomb scattering amplitude,
but then it decreases again strongly. We attribute this decrease also to the 'nuclear'
interference effects.
In the last example, the case of a typical half-trajectory capture probability is
studied by investigating the neutron-induced reaction I60(n, a)"C near the resonance
at E. =4.6318 MeV. The J = 3 compound state bas a total width of r = 6.89 keV, and
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Pie)

Figure 7. Capture probability for "S K-shell electrons by protons as a function of scattering
angle at the near-resonance energy En = 3.717 MeV. 7he meaning of the curves is the same
as in figure 6.

a partial decay width r b= 1.9 keV, while the Q-value of the reaction is -2.2156 MeV
(Ajzenberg-Selove 1986, p 89). Since capture only takes place in the inelastic channel,
the reaction amplitude can again be represented by the simple expression (9.1). The
fact that Zp=0 in channel 4 makes all contributions to the transition amplitude vanish
except those where eiectron transier (ionization+ capturej takes piace aiter the nuclear
reaction, or where the transition is induced by recoil. It is just this recoil contribution
which is present both in the incoming and outgoing part of the collision and which

Figure 8. K-shell capture probability by U panicles from the reaction I60(n, a)"C as a
function of neutron energy (lower scale) at 0 = 60' and 150". Also shown are results for OL
impan on the residual nucleus "C (--.--.-)
and on the target I6O (- - - -) at B = 60'
as a function of o-energy (upper scale).
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20 LO 60 80 1M) 120 1LO
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Figure 9. K-shell capture probability by n particles as a function of scattering angle. The
full C U N ~denotes the capture probability for the reaction ' 6 0 ( n , n ) ' ' C at the resonance
energy E.=4.63 MeV, while the broken and chain CUNCS give results for a particles
colliding with '*O and "C, respectively, at an impact energy E, = 2.8 MeV.

can produce interference effects. This 'recoil-interference' which leads to a peak (at
0=W)
or dip !at !W) i~ !he ecergy depe~d-enc.~
of Pba(tl!is, hawever, rzther we&
(figure 8). I n this figure, comparison is also made with the non-resonant capture
amplitudes from the collisions "C(a, a ) and I6O(a,a) where the a-impact energy E,
is related to E. by (9.2) with E, replaced by E.. The capture probabilities for the
a + I6O and a + "C systems lie about one order of magnitude above the neutron-induced
capture probability and hence should he interpreted cautiously as the corresponding
'full-trajectory' capture probabilities: while in the a + I6O collision, the electronic
energy transfer is identical to the one for the nuclear reaction, but the target potential
is not, it is vice versa for the a + "C collision.
In figure 9, the angular dependence of the capture probabilities for the same three
collision systems is plotted. While the systems "C(a,a)and 1 6 0 ( a ,a )show the strong
decrease for 0 6 90" which is characteristic for elastic collisions, the capture probability
for the %(n3 a) reaaion depends on!y weakly on 8,This may serve as a proof that
the angular variation indeed is produced by the interference of the capture amplitudes
from the incoming and outgoing parts of the collision.
10. Conclusion

We have formulated a theory for electron capture during reactive nuclear scattering,
where the nuclear reaction is characterized by two channels, the initial and the final
one, and where for each channel, the impulse approximation is used to calculate the
atomic capture amplitudes. In correspondence to the case of elastic scattering, we were
able to reduce the capture amplitude to a sum of terms, each of which factorizes into
the nuclear reaction amplitude and an electronic transition amplitude. As a test of the
theory, we have recalculated the capture probabilities for elastic C(p, p) scattering and
have found that the angular and energy dependence of the experimental data is fairly
well reproduced. We attribute the discrepancies at the lower energies to the use of the
transverse peaking approximation for the evaluation of the electronic amplitudes. Since
one has a superposition of several contributions to the capture amplitude, some of
them being calculated with and others without peaking approximations, the capture
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amplitude is particularly sensitive to the choice of approximations. An improvement
could be achieved by doing an only one-dimensional peaking approximation in the
potential terms and calculating the recoil exactly-at the expense of increasing computer time for this extra integral.
We have studied the dependence of the capture probability on the collision energy
and the scattering angle for a variety of nuclear reactions induced by protons, deuterons
and neutrons. The magnitude of interference structures in the energy dependence of
P(8)is strongly related to the ratio between the electronic energy transfer and the
decay width of the compound nuclear state. The interference structures are very large
when this ratio is above unity, as e.g. in the case of the "S(p, p') reaction (where it is
2.2), and get weaker when the ratio decreases. For the reaction "F(p, a) where the
corresponding value is 0.25, the excursion of P ( 8 ) is at most a factor of 2. For this
reaction, we are able to describe the relative experimental dependence of the capture
probability on the a-particle energy rather well, but underestimate the absolute values
by a factor of 3. Part of this discrepancy can be explained if it is assumed that the
electron cloud sticks to the centre-of-mass rather than to the recoiling I6O nucleus,
while the other part is attributed to the peaking approximation.
The absence of a slowly varying Coulomb contribution in the reaction amplitude
allows for a much clearer display of the atomic interference effects than in the case
of elastic resonances where additional nuclear interferences-which usually are not
so obvious as in the "S(p,p) case-mix up with the atomic effects. Also, in contrast
to the elastic scattering where the Coulomb amplitude is completely dominating at
small scattering angles, interference structures in reactive scattering can be observed
already at small angles. It should, however, be kept in mind that for angles well below
60",the inelastic channel is only very weakly populated in the nuclear collision, and
hence the number of channel-b capture events is extremely low. The mere presence
of a Breit-Wigner term in the reaction amplitude leads to a smooth decrease of P(8)
with 8 for charged projectiles and a rather weak &dependence of P(8) for neutron
impact. This confirms the interpretation that the angular variation of P( 6') results from
an interference of the capture amplitudes from the incoming and the outgoing parts
of the collision. Although these partial amplitudes are generally of the same order of
magnitude for reactive scattering of charged projectiles, they are closer in modulus
for elastic scattering. This leads to a larger variation of P(0 ) with 0 in the latter case.
Due to the strong dependence of the capture probability on the projectile charge
and the collision velocity, P(8) from reactive scattering is in the case of proton pick-up
reactions (e.g. (p, a ) ) strongly enhanced compared with the capture probability during
elastic scattering. On the other hand, for large @values and hence ejectile velocities
which by far exceed the impact velocity, the reactive collision leads to much smaller
capture probabilities than the elastic collision. This is the case for the '*C(d, p) reaction
with Q 52.7 MeV-and vice versa for the 32S(p,p') reaction with Q = -2.2 MeV.
So far, the calculations have been restricted to capture from the target K shell.
When the collision velocity falls below the electronic orbiting velocity of the target K
shell, capture from the L shell will come into play. The generalization of the capture
theory to higher shells can be done in a similar way as in the case of elastic resonances
(JAA). The basic effect of including L-shell capture in such systems will he a reduction
of the interference structures, which is more severe, the lower the collision velocity
and hence the smaller the energy transfer for an initial L shell as compared with the
energy transfer for K-shell capture. The most promising candidate for an experimental
investigation is the 32S(p,p') reaction. For that system, L-shell capture is important,
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but the corresponding energy transfer of -1 keV still compares well with the nuclear
decay width such that the strong interference structures should remain visible.
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